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Getting started
Create a user account
Please fill out the online request form:
https://lcsb-databases.epfl.ch/pathways/database_requests

To apply for an academic license, please use your academic email address when
registering.
We will send you a license agreement to be signed, and provide your username &
password

Log in
Click on the LOGIN tab at the bottom of the LCSB webpage and insert your login
info:

Alternatively, click on any tab within ATLASx and it will request your login credentials.
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ATLASx database and website content
Database scopes
ATLASx databases organizes known and predicted biochemical reactions in 3
different scopes:
•

bioDB – unification of publicly available biochemical databases (e.g., KEGG,
SEED, MetaCyc, BiGG, Brenda), also includes bioactive compounds (e.g., from
ChEBI, CHEMBL, KEGG Drug)

•

bioATLAS – predicted biochemical reactions within the biological and
bioactive compound space

•

chemATLAS – predicted biochemical reactions involving compounds from the
chemical compound space (PubChem)

Data organization
In LCSB databases, we have unique identifiers (LCSB IDs) for each compound,
reaction, and biotransformation (i.e., a substrate-product pair, or reactant pair. One
biotransformation can be performed by more than one reaction.)
Database entries can be accessed directly via their LCSB ID:
-

Compounds: https://lcsbdatabases.epfl.ch/Graph2/loadCompound/1467886019

-

Reactions: https://lcsb-databases.epfl.ch/Graph2/loadReaction/2592908327

-

Biotransformations: https://lcsbdatabases.epfl.ch/Graph2/loadReactantPair/2677718711
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Website organization
The ATLASx website is organized in 3 parts:
•

Statistics overview: Current statistics on compounds and reactions in ATLASx

•

Search for compounds, reactions, pathways: Search interface to find
compounds, reactions, and pathways

•

Analysis platform: Additional analysis tools to query ATLASx
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Statistics overview
To get updated compound and reaction counts of ATLASx, go to the STATISTICS tab.

The table is updated once a day to give the current statistics of ATLASx.
-

Database statistics: numbers of compounds and reactions in the different
database scopes

-

Network statistics: Compounds (nodes) connected by biotransformations (or
reactant pairs, edges)
o Weighted network: networks underlying the pathway search algorithm
o Unweighted network: All reactant pairs (edges) with a CAR < 0.34 are
removed, and the remaining edges are assigned a weight = 1.
o Main component: From the unweighted network, the main component
is extracted to calculate network properties (i.e., size, diameter)

NOTE: Since the database is updated continuously, the numbers presented here
might not match the numbers given in the paper.
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Search for compounds, reactions, pathways
To query ATLASx, go to the SEARCH tab.

Find compounds
1. Search for compound by name, InChIKey, or LCSB ID

2. Output
a. General overview
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b. All reactions involving the query compound

Note: The reactant pairs column shows all possible substrate-product pairs and their
associated CAR (Conserved Atom Ratio, a metric between 0 and 1 indicating the ratio
of conserved atoms between the substrate and the product)
c. Links to external databases

d. Compound structure
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Find reactions
1. Search for one of the substrates in the compound search, save its LCSB ID.
2. Search for one of the products in the compound search, show all reactions.
3. Search (Ctrl+F) for the substrate ID within the reactions.
4. Click on the LCSB ID of the reaction for more information.
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Find enzymes for novel reactions
1. Click on the button “Launch BridgIT: Find enzymes for this reaction”.
2. You will be redirected to a waiting page, while BridgIT finds enzymes.

3. Click on the link to get the results (be patient, it may take a while). As soon as
the results are ready, your browser asks you to download a results file.
4. Open the file in a spreadsheet editor (Microsoft Excel, Numbers, …):

5. You get a list of similar known reactions (predicted_similar_KEGG), ranked by
their BridgIT score (score), and associated with the EC number of the reaction
(predicted_similar_EC) and the BNICE.ch reaction rule. The LINK field redirects
you to the corresponding database entry in KEGG.
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Find pathways
Input
1. Using the compound search, find the LCSB IDs of your precursor and your target
compound (see Find compounds).
2. In the search interface, select “Pathways” from the drop-down menu.
3. Select the search space. By default, all the reactions in ATLASx are considered
(chemATLAS).
4. Paste the IDs of your precursor and target compounds into the fields for “Starting
compound” and “Target compound”, respectively.
5. Set the maximum pathway length (number of reaction steps).
6. Set the maximum number of pathways you want to find.
7. Advanced: Use defaults, or check ATLASx paper for more details.
8. Launch query
2
3
4
5
6
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Output
List of pathways found to match the query criteria:

The pathway weight score is the total weight of the pathway,
i.e. the sum of edge weights assigned to each reaction step.

Click on pathway ID for visualization:
1. Click on “Biotransformation ID" to retrieve all possible
reactions for this biotransformation.
1

2. Optional: you can export the pathway information as
a folder with:
-

/molfiles/ : folder containing one SDF molfile for each
compound

-

compounds.tsv: information on compounds

-

reactions.tsv: information on reactions

-

pathways.tsv: information on pathway

2
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Analysis platform
Extract a biochemical map
For the network expansion around a compound or pathway, go to the ANALYSIS tab.

Input

1
2
3
4
5
6

1. Enter the LCSBs identifier(s) of input compound(s) from where you want to
expand a reaction network.
2. Define how many reaction steps to explore around the input compound.
3. Define the reaction network you want to search
4. All edges with a CAR below the indicated threshold will be removed from the
result network.
5. Restrict the search to reactions that have a BNICE.ch reaction mechanism
assigned.
6. Run analysis
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Output
Once the network extraction is completed, you can download the results as a .csv file:

The network is formatted as an edge table, meaning that each line represents an
edge in the network.
-

Source: LCSB ID of source compound

-

Target: LCSB ID of target compound

-

Generation: Number of reaction step away from input compound(s). Here, the
input compound is 1468160340, and the compound 1109598609 is found 1
reaction step away from the input compound.

-

Biotransformation_ID: LCSB ID of the biotransformation (or reactant pair)

-

CAR: Conserved Atom Ratio of the reactant pair (weight of the edge)

To visually explore the network, you can import the output file into the free network
visualization tool Gephi (https://gephi.org/), or any other graph visualization software.
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Additional notes
SMILES viewer
ATLASx uses SmilesDrawer, a JavaScript library developed by Probst and Reymond1,
to visualize compounds directly from SMILES format. The SMILES tab allows you to
visualize and play with compounds using SMILES strings.

How to cite ATLASx
Please cite the following reference for using ATLASx:
TO BE ADDED

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1

Probst D, Reymond J-L. 2018. SmilesDrawer: Parsing and Drawing SMILES-Encoded Molecular

Structures Using Client-Side JavaScript. J. Chem. Inf. Model. 58: 1–7.
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